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A Major Leap in Electronic Operations

Bonded Goods Write-off System in Operation 

As of July 1, 2007, the Bonded Goods Write-off System was completed, and all application processes 
previously done on paper will now take place online. This system integrates the STSP Administration, Customs, 
and industry into one unifi ed service platform to simplify application procedures, lower human resource costs, 
decrease processing time, and enhance service effi ciency.

Customs e-Service System Now Online

To provide STSP enterprises, storage and transportation 
agencies, the postal service, and customs brokers with a 
more effi cient 3-in-1 application channel for processing visas, 
warehousing, and declarations, the Customs e-Service System 
was completed in July 2007. Offi cially online on December 
12, the System provides automated application, examination, 
management, and Customs clearance services, and is linked 
to the Bureau of Foreign Trade’s Facile Trade Net (FTNet). 
The electronic application process has reduced the Customs 
clearance processing period from an average of 20 minutes to 
just seven minutes; it is also equipped with offsite back-up and 
emergency response capabilities to prevent overstocking, 
and to reduce Customs’ processing time.

Major Reworking of STSP Homepage

●�The STSP German and Spanish websites are now available for more internationalized service.
●�The menu was rearranged laterally on the left side of the homepage to facilitate data itemization and expansion, 

easy maneuvering, and accessibility.
●�A picture and caption section was added to the Latest News section to enrich homepage layout.
●�A “Map of STSP Life” was added to the “Park Life” section to provide more convenient access to related 

facilities.
●�New TSP and KSP maps incorporating public highway, railway, the Taiwan High Speed Rail, and airport 

locations were linked to the Chinese, English, and Japanese STSP homepages for a clearer presentation of 
STSP-area transportation.

●�A Mobile Barcode encoding the STSP PDA website link and a STSP Administration speed-dial function was 
posted to the lower left-hand corner of the STSP Chinese homepage as well as on the back cover of the STSP 
Newsletter.

Public Wireless Internet Access

Beginning on December 27, 2007, STSP employees will be able to apply for Internet access cards that would 
allow them to utilize the wireless Internet connection now available on fl oors 1-3 of the Administration Building, at 
the Central Plaza, the Silaya Plaza, the Hua Yuan Singles Dormitory Plaza, the Pu Hsing Family Dormitory Plaza, 
the Siake Lake Gallery, Yingsi Lake, the Commercial and Industrial Services Center employee restaurant (fi rst 
fl oor), the KSP Singles Dormitory fi rst-fl oor entrance hall and reading room, as well as in all HSP public areas.

Hello! These symbols denote 
free-wireless Internet service 
zones (TSP)

Wherever you see this 
sign—free wireless!

Hello, and welcome to 
the Yingsi Lake Wireless 
Service Zone!

Science Park Customs e-Service System is offi cially online (Dec. 12)


